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The stronghold of Akiba faces a new threat: a mighty goblin army! In their efforts to rebuild the city,

the adventurers of Elder Tales had neglected important quests, and now they reap the

consequences. With the revelation that in-game death leads to memory loss of the real world, the

stakes have never been higher. And will cutthroat politics destroy tenuous new alliances before the

real battle even begins?
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Note: I am forced to use 's scale but it's closer to a 3/5 on the Goodreads' scale.Not really much I

can say about this one since the anime faithfully recreates the events that transpire in this light

novel."Game's End, Part 2" deals with the Adventurers finding out that there's a price to pay for

immortality, the ongoing negotiations with Eastal, and the first large-scale battle against the armies

of the Goblin King. Personally, I found the negotiations were one of the high-points of the story as

they show us Shiroe's thoughts and schemes. He's my personal favourite of Log Horizon because

while most other characters focus on the here and now, Shiroe's already thinking several steps

ahead about what will or may happen and what to do about it. That's probably the reason why

another high-point of the story for me was his application of the knowledge he's gathered so far to



create a new form of magic, one with consequences that will ripple into the next volumes I'm sure.If

there is a low-point, it would be the author's continuous review of a MMORPG's rules and

terminology, what slows down the reading. Also, Crusty's dealings with the Princess are not that

engaging to be honest. As for the battle, while it certainly pays to read about it if you want to have a

better understanding of what exactly is going on, its animated counterpart is the superior version.In

short, my experience with the Log Horizon light novels so far is that they are a good read if you want

a more detailed account of the events that transpired but they usually get bogged down by the

MMORPG stuff, ironically enough. Not a whole lot has transpired since Shiroe's creation of the

Round Table Council and it shows. My recommendation stands, watch the show first and then

decide. As I understand it, the next volume rounds up Season 1 of the anime. Hopefully, things will

pick up in that one.

Kyaaaaa!! I am in LOVE with this series. I don't even know what I can say without spoiling anything.

The characters are amazing, the plot is full of surprises, and the developments are awe-inspiring at

times. Shiroe is my hero, seriously! It's been a long time since I've fallen in such love with a series.

Highly recommended!

It might have been me but I felt that the writing or mostly the translation went on a different route but

I think it was because I read a translation of it by some fans. Overall it was a great reading as much

or more information than he anime. I recommend reading the novel then the anime.

Got the book because I enjoyed the anime. I enjoy the fact that you get more details in the book that

they just don't have time for in the anime. Good series of light novels.

This provided some additional insights to what was shown in the anime - which was helpful in the

campaign against the goblins, not-so-much in the trade negotiations.

Love this series. Keep it up.

Great!
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